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(Take a visual flyby of the ship Argentine and his crew discover at
www.WilliamLeeGordon.com/Mystery-Ship)What do you do when your government collapses and
everyone wants to kill you?You run.But where will you run to? And what will you come across along
the way?All First Mate Frank Argentine ever wanted was to keep life simple, serve out his
commission, and find a nice quiet place to retire.It seems, however, as if the universe has other
ideasâ€¦Running With Argentine offers a thrilling look at life on the run in a very different universe...
or is it?Authorâ€™s Note: While I am honored that all four of my previous books have made the
Best Sellers lists, every author hopes to improve his skills and give the reader an ever better
reading experience. Running With Argentine was fun to write and I feel it is my best work yet. I hope
you enjoy it. As always, reader feedback is helpful and appreciated. WLG
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I normally curse most of the so called writers of SF that string their plots through multiple episodes,
and using lots of pop psychology and protagonists carrying heavy angst. They usually fill their

episodes with trite discussions. Anything to fill the episode and extend the series.This stand alone
book was rich in characters and plot development. At the end, I was left hoping for more. So, Mr.
Gordon, I hope you can find time to bring us more of Argentine and his cronies.

Great story telling. I truly enjoyed this book. It's well thought out and held my attention throughout.
This is a solid 5 star sci-fi book. Then why did I only give it 3 stars? PROOF READING AND
EDITING. There are so many grammatical and spelling errors (the kind that spell check doesn't pick
up) that they detract from all the great stuff about this book. Add those issues to some of the silly
names and it really detracts from what could, and mostly is, a solid sci fi story. One other note,
some of the chapter titles take any surprise out of the following chapter. Foreshadowing can,
arguably, be a valuable tool when used VERY sparingly (much like words in all caps), but I tried to
stop reading the chapter names so the chapters held a bit more intrigue.I am really looking forward
to the next book in this series and the author has real talent. However, if the sloppiness of this book
are not corrected for future writings, I won't be buying them.

The best book by the author so far.The story was well done and the characters were all different. I
liked how the author weaved them all together. I liked the imagery created about space and how the
planet's spiral up and down in the galaxy.I don't think there was a cliffhanger as another reviewer
mentioned. He tied up the story well. But it's obvious there will be another book. As a reader we all
want an author to continue the story in more books! I know I'm looking forward to the next one.I also
liked the video with the ship. I have not seen other authors do this. It's fun to watch it again when
you get to that part of the book

Okay, I liked the story, it's a bit of a different take on finding a derelict space ship story and it took
me a bit to understand what the heck was going on. Nor did I understand Argentines phobia about
being called Captain ... those things aside I did enjoy the story and look forward, hopefully, to further
adventures with Argentine and crew. I did find a few wrong words. ie: buy when it should have been
by. But not enough to spoil the story, so the editing was fairly well done. Overall an interesting story
that I enjoyed reading.

There's a lot to recommend this book. It easy to read, fun and is full of interesting characters. The
cliff hanger ending is a bit disappointing. I prefer not being left hanging waiting for the next book.

What begins like it is another common space story turns in to very complex plot.I believe this is the
first book of a very interesting series. Looking forward for the sequel. I just hope it doesn't end like
diaspora

A fresh way to construct a universe and add new characters. I really like the character developed of
the core crew members, it felt seamless and they grow on you. Indeed, the action continues from
one chapter to the next as one of the characters creates some incident or another. All in all, I really
enjoyed the storytelling, so I gobbled the 600 pages down quickly.

I don't write many reviews but felt compelled to share my thoughts with fellow sci-fi fans. The
storyline is very original, not the cookie cutter approach so many self publishing authors use.
Characters were well developed and fit in the storyline very well. If your looking for space battles
don't buy this book. If your looking for a enjoyable read this is the book for you. I look forward to the
next book.
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